
 
 

 

Maharashtra Metro Rail Corporation Ltd., is a 50:50 jointly owned company of Government of India and Government of Maharashtra formed to 

provide a safe, reliable, efficient, affordable, commuter friendly and environmentally sustainable rapid public transport system for the Nagpur 

Metro Region. 

Maharashtra Metro Rail Corporation Ltd. has decided to improve the first and last mile connectivity of metro stations. In this regard, Maharashtra 

Metro Rail Corporation Ltd and (or) concerned Authority intends to enter into Memorandum of Understanding with software 

companies/firms/individual to implement Mobile Application to integrate Multiple Modes of Transportation like NMC City Bus, E-Rickshaw, E- 

Auto, LPG Rickshaw/Auto, CNG Rickshaw/Auto, regular Autorickshaws, E-Scooter, E-Bicycle, Bicycle etc. as a complementary feeder system 

with Metro i.e. app-based operation for Nagpur Metro. 

Under this MoU, the Software Company/firm/individual, with the use of Mobile application, may integrate Multiple Modes of Transportation like 

NMC City Bus, E-Rickshaw, E- Auto, LPG Rickshaw/Auto, CNG Rickshaw/Auto, regular Autorickshaws, E-Scooter, E-Bicycle, Bicycle etc. as a 

complementary feeder system with Metro i.e. app-based operation for Nagpur Metro. The app may also have functionality to search/book 

routes/individual journey from first mile to Metro and from Metro to Last mile. The Software Company/firm/individual will bear all costs and 

expenses associated with respect to procurement, development, operations and Maintenance of Mobile Application. 

For more details, interested applicants may download the draft MoU from http://www.metrorailnagpur.com/multi-modal-integration after 

registering and filling in the required details.  

Interested parties can submit signed copy of MoU as per their already developed & existing Mobile application with details such as company profile, 

company experience and technical specifications to Maharashtra Metro Rail Corporation Ltd. in hard copy and through email on or before 

31/10/2021 IST 16.00 hrs. to the following address: 

  

 

Joint General Manager (Civil) 

In-Charge MMI 
Maharashtra Metro Rail Corporation Limited 

“Metro Bhawan”, VIP Road,  

near Dikshabhoomi, Ramdaspeth, 

Nagpur- 440010 

Email: mminmrcl@gmail.com, mahesh.gupta@mahametro.org 
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